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Opera Outbreaks Expansion User Reference Guide 

December 1st, 2022 

1. OVERVIEW & PURPOSE 

Beginning on December 5th, 2022, all non-reportable respiratory pathogen outbreaks, in 

addition to COVID-19 outbreaks, are to be investigated in Opera Outbreaks. This change 

addresses feedback from LPHA/Tribes requesting a streamlined process for mixed-pathogen 

respiratory outbreak investigation moving into the 2022-2023 respiratory season. To achieve 

this goal, respiratory outbreaks with one or more pathogens will now be investigated under a 

single outbreak record in Opera Outbreaks (NOTE: reportable respiratory pathogens other than 

COVID-19 will remain in Orpheus Outbreaks). 

Respiratory pathogens to be investigated in Opera Outbreaks include:  

• COVID-19 

• Influenza 

• RSV 

• Adenovirus 

• Rhinovirus 

• Enterovirus 

• Parainfluenza 

• Human metapneumovirus (HMPV) 

NOTE: any non-respiratory manifestations of the above pathogens should be 

investigated in Orpheus Outbreaks, e.g., gastrointestinal illness associated with 

adenovirus. 

The purpose of this guide is to introduce Orpheus/Opera users to these changes, clarify data 

management expectations, and provide materials for reference when creating, investigating, 

and documenting respiratory outbreaks in Opera Outbreaks. 

2. DATABASE CHANGES  

2.1 Opening Outbreaks 

LPHA/Tribal users are able to create their own outbreaks for all pathogens in Opera 

Outbreaks, provided the user has been granted outbreak creation privileges (email 

OPERA.support@odhsoha.oregon.gov to request). This eliminates the need for 

LPHA/Tribal users to call in respiratory outbreaks to the ACDP epi on call for creation, 

though users should continue to contact the epi on call to open non-respiratory 

outbreaks and outbreaks of reportable respiratory pathogens other than COVID-19 (e.g. 

legionella, pertussis, etc.) in Orpheus Outbreaks.  

Outbreak records in Opera Outbreaks should be opened in alignment with the 

Respiratory Disease Outbreak Investigative Guidelines and COVID-19 Investigative 

Guidelines. For detailed guidance on opening your own outbreaks, please see the Opera 

Outbreak Creation Instructions document. 

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/COMMUNICABLEDISEASE/REPORTINGCOMMUNICABLEDISEASE/REPORTINGGUIDELINES/Documents/respi-iguide.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/COMMUNICABLEDISEASE/REPORTINGCOMMUNICABLEDISEASE/REPORTINGGUIDELINES/Documents/Novel-Coronavirus-2019.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/COMMUNICABLEDISEASE/REPORTINGCOMMUNICABLEDISEASE/REPORTINGGUIDELINES/Documents/Novel-Coronavirus-2019.pdf
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2.2 Etiologies 

This update allows for selection of multiple etiologies on the Basics tab, with the former 

Etiology tab omitted (it’s accessible via a button on the Cases tab for historical data, if 

you need it). On the Cases tab, users do not toggle between multiple etiologies as with 

Orpheus Outbreaks, but instead use the overall “Total respiratory cases” field and 

further fields counting lab confirmed cases of each pathogen present.  

As respiratory illnesses often present similarly, individuals with respiratory symptoms 

and no lab-confirmed etiology in an outbreak setting are effectively presumptive cases 

for every respiratory etiology present. As such, only presumptive COVID-19 cases will be 

counted: those that are presumptive on the basis of a positive at-home test or 

otherwise a presumptive case linked in Opera. 

2.3 Other mixed syndrome/pathogen outbreaks: 

For mixed-pathogen outbreaks with both respiratory and non-respiratory viruses 

present (e.g., flu and norovirus), two outbreak records must be created: one in Orpheus 

Outbreaks (norovirus) and one in Opera Outbreaks (flu). There is a new field on the 

Basics tab in both databases to capture the outbreak number of the associated outbreak 

in the other database.  

Examples of mixed-pathogen outbreaks requiring two outbreak records, one in each 

database: 

▪ COVID-19 and norovirus (respiratory and gastrointestinal syndrome outbreaks) 

▪ RSV and pertussis (both respiratory pathogens, but pertussis is a reportable 

disease other than COVID-19 and has linked cases in Orpheus) 

▪ Influenza and gastrointestinal adenovirus (all non-respiratory presentations 

should be investigated in Orpheus Outbreaks) 

2.4 Closing outbreaks 

Outbreaks officially end when two incubation periods have passed since the last case onset 

date. With mixed-pathogen respiratory outbreaks, the outbreak closes when two incubation 

periods of the pathogen with the longest incubation period have passed since the last case onset 

of any etiology. For instance, in a mixed COVID-19/influenza outbreak, the upper end of the 

COVID-19 incubation period is 14 days while that of influenza is 7 days; the outbreak will remain 

open until 28 days have passed since the last case's onset, regardless of laboratory confirmation 

or etiology. 

Below are the approximate incubation periods and days until an outbreak of a given 

etiology ends; a mixed pathogen outbreak will close after the longest number of days of 

any pathogens present in the outbreak. For simplicity and ease of use, we’ve grouped 

pathogens into either 14-day or 7-day incubation periods based on the scientific 

literature. If there is no known etiology in an outbreak, the lower incubation period will 

be used and the outbreak will close after 14 days. 
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Pathogen Approximate upper end 
of incubation period 

Days until outbreak closes 

COVID-19 14 28 

Adenovirus (respiratory) 14 28 

Influenza 7 14 

RSV 7 14 

Rhinovirus 7 14 

Enterovirus (respiratory) 7 14 

Parainfluenza 7 14 

Human metapneumovirus 7 14 

 

2.5 OHA Epidemiological Support 

After an outbreak has been opened in Opera Outbreaks, OHA epidemiologists will be assigned to 

provide outbreak support as follows: 

• For outbreaks with only COVID-19 present, the regional epidemiologist will be assigned 

as OHA lead 

• For outbreaks without COVID-19, a UERT epidemiologist will be assigned as OHA lead 

• For outbreaks with both COVID-19 and any other respiratory viruses present, both a 

regional and UERT epidemiologist will be assigned with lead depending on proportion of 

each etiology and LPHA/Tribe needs 

▪ This also applies when new pathogens are added over the course of the 

outbreak investigation, with either UERT or regional epidemiologist added to 

the existing outbreak 
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3. DATA MANAGEMENT GUIDE 

3.1 Opera Outbreaks home page changes 

 

a. New disease filters (fuchsia) 

• Selecting a single disease will show all outbreaks where that etiology alone is 

present 

• Selecting more than one disease will show you all outbreaks each of those 

etiologies are solely present (e.g., selecting COVID-19 and RSV will get you all 

COVID-19 only outbreaks and all RSV-only outbreaks), NOT outbreaks where 

they are BOTH present 

• Selecting the ‘Mixed’ filter will show all multiple etiology outbreaks 

• Selecting the ‘Other’ filter will show outbreaks where any etiology other than 

COVID-19, influenza, or RSV are present 

b. Location filters are now found via the ‘Location’ button, shown expanded in above 

example (orange) 

c. New disease column on home page outbreaks list (gold) 
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3.2 Basics tab changes 

 

a. Etiology captured in checkboxes on home page (fuchsia) 

b. When a pathogen with possible subtype options is selected, a button will appear that 

expands when clicked to show subtype options for selection (orange) 

c. ‘Total respiratory cases’ field captures the total number of people sick with respiratory 

illness, onsets and other dates are generated based on all respiratory cases regardless of 

etiologies (gold) 

d. New ‘Related ORPHEUS Outbreak’ field to capture outbreak number for associated 

outbreak record in Orpheus Outbreaks if applicable. If clicked on, will open Orpheus and 

take user to the outbreak (green) 

• Similar field added in same location on Orpheus Outbreaks basics tab: ‘Related 

OPERA Outbreak’ 
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3.3 Cases tab changes 

 

a. ‘Total respiratory cases’ field captures all confirmed and presumptive cases of 

respiratory illness, i.e. individuals epi-linked to the outbreak with respiratory symptoms, 

regardless of laboratory confirmation or etiology (fuchsia) 

• This field (and onset dates) are populated from both the linked cases in Opera 

and the case log via the ‘Update OB’ button 

b. Confirmed case count fields for COVID-19, influenza, and RSV are always on cases tab, 

‘Other’ refers to any etiologies not listed and includes a label with etiology name 

beneath case count (orange) 

• Presumptive case count field is present for COVID-19 only to capture 

presumptive Opera cases linked to the outbreak and at-home test based 

presumptive cases 

c. Added percent vaccinated for influenza in addition to COVID-19; this box appears when 

'Nursing Home/LTC/ALC’ is selected as an exposure site (gold) 

d. Etiology button for access to historical data from former etiology tab (green) 

• Expanded view of etiology button contents below: 
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3.4 Case log changes 

 

a. Merged ILI and COVID-19 case log symptoms, retained some non-respiratory symptoms 

in case there are signs of something else circulating—in the above example there are 

several people with only nausea and diarrhea, might be time to consider opening a GI 

outbreak (fuchsia) 

b. Added specific etiologies to check when lab confirmed (orange) 

• If ‘Other’ etiology present, will populate name of pathogen as with 

parainfluenza in above example 
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c. Respiratory case definition (used to determine who is counted in ‘Total respiratory 

cases’): either lab confirmed respiratory etiology OR at least one respiratory symptom 

(blue) 

• NOTE: COVID-19 cases are pulled into the cases tab from linked cases in Opera, 

NOT from the case log. If you want a COVID-19 case included in the outbreak 

case counts, you must create a case in Opera for them or enter counts manually. 

If you mark a case log entry as having lab confirmed COVID-19, you will see the 

following message: 

 

d. Online case log is available to use, share with facilities, and import into case log. Users 

are able to create their own online case logs.  

3.5 Other outbreak record changes 

a. Removed outdated fields on Methods tab not relevant to respiratory outbreaks 

3.6 Required data elements for outbreak completion 

During outbreak creation/on Basics tab 

▪ Outbreak name 

▪ 1st notification to LHD 

▪ Investigation start date 

▪ Exposure jurisdictions 

▪ Likely etiology 

▪ Specimens expected at OSPHL 

▪ Brief overview 

▪ Exposure site(s) 

▪ Location/Facility name 

Additional Basics tab 

• Lab confirmed etiolog(ies) 

• Add LPHA/Tribe lead on outbreak and any other LPHA/Tribe staff involved 

• Related Orpheus outbreak, if applicable 

Cases tab 

▪ Earliest known onset date 

▪ Latest onset 

▪ Total respiratory cases 

▪ Confirmed case count for all pathogens present, if applicable 
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▪ Presumptive COVID-19 case count if there are presumptive cases linked in 

Opera or additional home test-based presumptives 

▪ Percent vaccinated for COVID-19 and influenza in congregate care settings, if 

available 

Methods tab 

▪ None. All fields on the Methods tab are optional, though it can be helpful to 

record a variety of outbreak investigation activities that took place there (OHA 

appreciates it too!) 

Documentation tab 

▪ Narrative investigative summary, AKA “report” 

• This only needs to be as long as is indicated by the scope of the 

outbreak. It can be 1-2 sentences if very little happened or can be 

multiple paragraphs if there were many associated public health 

activities or findings. Someone new to the outbreak should be able to 

read this section and understand what happened. 


